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The core model of overflow metabolism which was referred to in the main text was made using
Matlab (Matlab-files are supplemented). In this model we picked an objective reaction: the reaction
towards biomass. The flux through the objective reaction was fixed and we minimized the substrate
concentration, which is analogous to the actual selective pressure in a chemostat. The Matlab
programs (which are attached to the SI) return the optimal concentrations of all metabolites and
enzymes.

The cost vectors that were shown in the figures in the main text were calculated at the optimal
metabolite concentrations. We calculated the necessary fractions of the constrained enzyme pools
to obtain one unit of enzyme flux, according to the definition of a cost vector given in the main
text and in S1 Appendix. The alternative positions of the cost vectors are obtained by starting
from the optimal concentrations and then vary one of the intracellular metabolite concentrations.

The rate equations used were all of the form vi = kcat,ieifi(x). In the overflow metabolism
model we used a transporter (vtr) reaction, a respiration (vr) and a fermentation (vf ) reaction and
a biomass vBM reaction. More detailed results of this model can be found in 1.

A remarkable aspect of this simulation is that the flux through respiration is before the critical
growth rate not proportional to the concentration of respiration proteins. This behaviour is found in
various experiments [1, 2] and cannot be explained by current models that fix enzyme saturations.
In fact, the presence of two separate enzyme constraints causes this behaviour: the respiration
proteins (which are part of the first constrained pool) are expressed at low growth rates to reduce
the cost of the EFM for the transporter pool by reducing product inhibition by keeping internal
glucose levels low.
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Figure 1: Additional model results from our core model of overflow metabolism. The flux through
respiration increases proportionally to the growth rate until the critical growth rate µcrit, after
which respiratory flux decreases and fermentation flux increases. In our model, the membrane
constraint is always saturated, indicated by a constant level of transporters. Respiratory proteins
do increase slightly with growth rate, but not with the same factor as respiratory flux, indicating
an increase in their activity: indeed, internal glucose levels increase up to the critical growth rate.

0.1 Source code

Code for running kinetic model of overflow metabolism The Matlab-code used for mod-
eling overflow metabolism is attached in a compressed folder as a supplement. In the compressed
folder, we have also added a text-file with instructions.
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